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Abstract
Centralised training with decentralised execution (CTDE) is an important learning
paradigm in multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL). To make progress in
CTDE, we introduce Multi-Agent Mujoco, a novel benchmark suite that, unlike
StarCraft II, the predominant benchmark environment, applies to continuous robotic
control tasks. To demonstrate the utility of Multi-Agent Mujoco, we present a
range of benchmark results on this new suite, including comparing the state-of-the-
art actor-critic method MADDPG against two novel variants of existing methods.
These new methods outperform MADDPG on several Multi-Agent Mujoco tasks.
In addition, we show that factorisation is key to performance, but other algorithmic
choices are not. This motivates the necessity of extending the study of value
factorisations from Q-learning to actor-critic algorithms.
1 Introduction
While reinforcement learning (RL) has shown promise in learning optimal control policies for
a variety of single-agent robot control problems, ranging from idealised multi-joint simulations
[13, 16, 50] to complex grasping control problems [3, 19], many real-world robot control tasks can
be naturally framed as multiple decentralised collaborating agents. Cooperative manipulation tasks
arise in autonomous aerial construction [4, 5], industrial manufacturing [9], and agricultural robotics
[43] and have so far received comparatively little attention from the deep RL community.
Cooperative robotics present a number of challenges when compared to many conventional multi-
agent tasks. For example, unlike in established multi-agent benchmarks, such as StarCraft II [41, 51],
robotic actuators are usually continuous, so learning algorithms must scale to large continuous
joint action spaces. In addition, partial observability [36] in decentralised robotic actuator chains
usually arises through latency, bandwidth, and processing constraints based on fixed connectivity. In
StarCraft II, partial observability arises from limited field of view, i.e., agents can only observe other
agents if they are both alive and within their field of view, which potentially confounds the effects
of coordination with that of spatial exploration, making it more difficult to isolate the challenges of
decentralised coordination.
While explicit communication between robotic actuators has been considered [53], practical appli-
cations frequently require fully decentralised policies for safety reasons, as communication cannot
be guaranteed under all circumstances [47]. In such settings, agents need to coordinate based on
alternative means, including implicit communication or, if available, common knowledge [42].
Even when execution must be decentralised, deep reinforcement learning policies are typically trained
in a centralised fashion in a simulator or laboratory. The framework of centralised training with
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decentralised execution [CTDE 24, 34] allows policy training to exploit extra information that is not
available during execution in order to accelerate learning [12, 31, 39].
Many novel algorithms that are either directly applicable, or can potentially be extended, to multi-
agent continuous control under CTDE have recently been proposed [31, 39, 46]. At the same time,
it has been noted that benchmark consolidations, which are frequently undervalued, are in fact of
crucial importance and that a narrow-minded focus on algorithmic novelty risks dangerously limiting
progress in reinforcement learning[17].
Hence, in this paper, we present Multi-Agent Mujoco, a new, comprehensive benchmark suite for
CTDE that narrows the gap to real-world robotic applications. Multi-Agent Mujoco features a wide
variety of robotic control tasks consisting of one or several robots decomposed into multiple agents
(see Figure 1). Each task’s partial observability settings can be finely configured. Because it is based
on the popular single-agent Mujoco benchmark suite from OpenAI Gym [8], Multi-Agent Mujoco
facilitates comparisons to existing literature on both the fully observable single-agent domain [37], as
well as settings with low-bandwidth communication [53]. In addition, Multi-Agent Mujoco allows
the definition of custom implicit communication channels (deformable tendons) between segments of
the same or distinct robots, and explicitly exposes common knowledge between agents. All of this
makes Multi-Agent Mujoco uniquely suited to the study of decentralised coordination.
To demonstrate the utility of Multi-Agent Mujoco, we present a range of benchmark results on this
new suite. These results compare the state-of-the-art actor-critic method MADDPG [31] to two novel
variants of existing methods. The first, COMIX, adapts the highly successful QMIX [39] method to
cope with continuous actions. The second, FacMADDPG, introduces the factorisation that is key to
QMIX into MADDPG’s critic.
Our results show that COMIX and FacMADDPG yield similar performance and that both significantly
outperform MADDPG on several Multi-Agent Mujoco tasks. As FacMADDPG factors MADDPG’s
critic in the same manner as COMIX’s joint Q-value function, these results raise an interesting
question: What is the key to performance in such settings, the use of value-based methods instead of
policy gradients, or the choice of factorisation of the joint Q-value function? Previous work on this
question [6] is inconclusive due to the confounder that the policy gradient methods studied (COMA
and Central-V [12]) are on-policy, while the respective Q-learning method, QMIX [39], is off-policy
with experience replay [28]. As both COMIX and FacMADDPG are off-policy, our results show that
factorisation is key to performance, but that other algorithmic choices are not. This motivates the
search for less restrictive critic factorisations than that of QMIX.
2 Background
Dec-POMDPs. We consider a fully cooperative multi-agent task in which a team of cooperative
agents choose sequential actions in a stochastic, partially observable environment. It can be modeled
as a decentralised partially observable Markov decision process [Dec-POMDP 35], defined by a
tuple 〈N ,S,U , P, r,Z, O, ρ, γ〉. Here N := {1, . . . , N} denotes the set of N agents and s ∈ S
describes the discrete or continuous state of the environment. The initial state s0 ∼ ρ is drawn from
distribution ρ, and at each time step t, all agents a ∈ N choose simultaneously discrete or continuous
actions uat ∈ U , yielding the joint action ut := {uat }Na=1 ∈ UN . After executing the joint action ut
in state st, the next state st+1 ∼ P (st,ut) is drawn from transition kernel P and the collaborative
reward rt = r(st,ut) is returned to the team.
In a Dec-POMDP, the true state of the environment cannot be directly observed by the agents. Each
agent a ∈ N draws an individual observation zat ∈ Z, zt := {zat }Na=1, from the observation kernel
O(st, a). The history of an agent’s observations and actions is denoted by τat ∈ Tt := (Z ×U)t×Z ,
and the set of all agents’ histories is τt := {τat }Na=1. Agent a chooses its actions with a decentralised
policy uat ∼ pi(·|τat ) based only on its individual history. The collaborating team of agents aim to
learn a joint policy pi(u|τt) :=
∏N
a=1 pi
a(ua|τat ) that maximises their expected discounted return,
E[
∑∞
t=0 γ
trt], where γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor. This joint policy induces a joint action-
value function Qpi that estimates the expected discounted return when the agents take joint action
ut with histories τt in state st and then follow some joint policy pi through Qpi(st, τt,ut) :=
E
[∑∞
i=0 γ
irt+i
]
.
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Figure 1: Agent partitionings for Multi-Agent Mujoco environments: A) 2-Agent Swimmer
[2x1], B) 3-Agent Hopper [3x1], C) 2-Agent HalfCheetah [2x3], D) 6-Agent HalfCheetah [6x1], E)
2-Agent Humanoid and 2-Agent HumanoidStandup (each [1x9,1x8]), F) 2-Agent Walker [2X3], G)
2-Agent Reacher [2x1], H) 2-Agent Ant [2x4], I) 2-Agent Ant Diag [2x4], and J) 4-Agent Ant [4x2].
Colours indicate agent partitionings. Each joint corresponds to a single controllable motor. Split
partitions indicate shared body segments. Square brackets indicate [(number of agents) x (joints per
agent)]. Joint IDs are in order of definition in the corresponding OpenAI Gym XML asset files [8].
Global joints indicate degrees of freedom of the center of mass of the composite robotic agent.
Centralised Training with Decentralised Execution (CTDE). Even if safety, security, or other
feasibility constraints require agent policies to be fully decentralised during execution, such policies
are usually trained either in a laboratory or in simulation. In both cases, the paradigm of centralised
training with decentralised execution [CTDE 24] allows the learning process to make use of extra
state information. CTDE allows the learning algorithm to access all local action-observation histories
τ and global state s, as well as share gradients and parameters, but each agent’s executed policy can
condition only on its own action-observation history τa.
VDN and QMIX. Value decomposition networks [VDN 46] and QMIX [39] are two representative
examples of value function factorisation [23] that aim to efficiently learn a centralised but factored
action-value function. They both work in cooperative MARL tasks with discrete actions, using CTDE.
To ensure consistency between the centralised and decentralised polices, both VDN and QMIX
factor the joint action-value function Qtot(s, τ ,u;θ) into a sum of individual action-value functions
Qa(τ
a, ua; θa),3 one for each agent a, that condition only on individual action-observation histories:
Qtot(s, τ ,u;θ, φ) := fφ
(
s, {Qa(τa, ua; θa)}Na=1
)
, (1)
with fφ chosen so as to ensure that Qtot to be monotonic in each Qa: ∂Qtot∂Qa ≥ 0,∀a ∈ N , which is
sufficient to guarantee that decentralised policies are consistent with their centralised counterpart. For
QMIX, fφ is given by a monotonic mixing network. Monotonicity can be guaranteed by non-negative
mixing weights. These weights are generated by separate hypernetworks [15], parameterised by
φ, which condition on the full state s. This allows Qtot to depend on the full state information in
nonmonotonic ways. VDN is a special case of QMIX, where f =
∑N
a=1Qa(τ
a, ua; θa) is a simple
unparameterised sum over utilities, with no dependence on s. In both VDN and QMIX, the loss
function is analogous to the standard Deep Q-Network loss [DQN 33] (see Appendix A.1), where Q
is replaced by Qtot. During execution, each agent selects actions greedily with respect to its own Qa.
3Strictly speaking, each Qa is a utility function since by itself it does not estimate an expected return. We
refer to Qa as action-value function for simplicity.
3
3 Multi-Agent Mujoco
Multi-Agent Mujoco is a novel benchmark for decentralised continuous cooperative multi-agent
robotic control. Starting from the popular fully observable single-agent robotic Mujoco [50] control
suite included with OpenAI Gym [8], we create novel scenarios in which multiple agents have to
solve a task cooperatively.
While Multi-Agent Mujoco natively supports scenarios with multiple robots, in this paper we focus
on scenarios where a single robot is decomposed into multiple agents. This setup most closely reflects
robotic actuator chains and results are better comparable to existing literature on single-agent Mujoco
tasks [37], as well as multi-agent tasks with limited-bandwidth communication [53].
Single-robot multi-agent tasks arise by first representing a given single robotic agent as a body graph,
where vertices (joints) are connected by adjacent edges (body segments), as shown in Figure 1. We
then partition the body graph into disjoint sub-graphs, one for each agent, each of which contains one
or more joints that can be controlled.
Hence, each agent’s action space in Multi-Agent Mujoco is given by the joint action space over all
motors controllable by that agent. For example, the agent corresponding to the green partition in
2-Agent HalfCheetah (Figure 1C) consists of three joints (joint ids 1, 2, and 3) and four adjacent body
segments. Each joint has an action space [−1, 1], so the action space for each agent is a 3-dimensional
vector with each entry in [−1, 1].
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Figure 2: Observations by distance for
3-Agent Hopper (as seen from agent
1). Each corresponds to joints and body
parts at 1) zero, 2) one unit, and 3) two
unit graph distances from agent 1.
For each agent a, observations are constructed in a two-
stage process. First, we infer which body segments and
joints are observable by agent a. Each agent can always
observe all joints within its own sub-graph. A configurable
parameter k ≥ 0 determines the maximum graph distance
to the agent’s subgraph at which joints are observable (see
Figure 2 for an example). Body segments directly attached
to observable joints are themselves observable. The agent
observation is then given by a fixed order concatenation of
the representation vector of each observable graph element.
Depending on the environment and configuration, repre-
sentation vectors may include attributes such as position,
velocity, and external body forces. In addition to joint and
body-segment specific observation categories, agents can
also be configured to observe the position and/or velocity attributes of the robot’s central torso.
Restricting both the observation distance k, as well as limiting the set of observable element categories
imposes partial observability. However, task goals remain unchanged from the single-agent variants
(see Table 1 in the Appendix), except that the goals must be reached collaboratively by multiple
agents: we simply repurpose the original single-agent reward signal as a team reward signal.
4 Algorithms
We now proceed to empirical analysis using Multi-Agent Mujoco. In this section, we briefly
summarise the algorithms implemented in our new benchmark suite. We find that, apart from IQL
and MADDPG, not many existing methods work off the shelf with continuous actions. Fortunately,
we show in this section how existing methods can be extended to continuous action spaces to make
compelling contenders for this new benchmark.
Independent Q-learning (IQL) in continuous action spaces. A simple and natural approach to
solving Dec-POMDPs is IQL [49], in which each agent a learns an individual action-value function
Qa independently, using DQN (see Appendix A.1). Each agent then selects actions greedily with
respect to its own Qa. In discrete action spaces, this operation can be performed efficiently through
enumeration (unless the action space is extremely large). Actually, IQL serves as a surprisingly
strong benchmark in both cooperative and competitive MARL tasks with discrete actions [48]. In
continuous action spaces, however, performing greedy action selection via enumeration is impossible.
We therefore utilise existing continuous Q-learning approaches in single-agent settings to extend IQL
to continuous action spaces. Specifically, we implement IQL-CEM, which uses the cross-entropy
4
method [CEM 11] to perform approximate greedy action selection. CEM is a sampling-based
derivative-free heuristic search method that has been successfully used to find approximate maxima
of nonconvex Q-networks in a number of single-agent robotic control tasks [19]. We also benchmark
IQL-NAF, which adds quadratic function constraints on each Qa based on Normalized Advantage
Functions [NAF 2, 13] to make maximisation easy.
In IQL-CEM, CEM iteratively draws a batch of N random samples from a candidate distribution Dk,
e.g., a Gaussian, at each iteration k. The best M < N samples are then used to fit a new Gaussian
distribution Dk+1, and this process repeats K times. We use a CEM hyperparameter configuration
similar to Qt-Opt [19], where N = 64, M = 6, and K = 2.4 Gaussian distributions are initialised
with mean µ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 1. Algorithm 1 in the appendix outlines the full CEM
process for IQL-CEM.
MADDPG. Multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient [MADDPG 31] is an actor-critic method
that works in both cooperative and competitive MARL tasks with discrete or continuous action spaces.
MADDPG was originally designed for the general case of partially observable stochastic games
[25], in which it learns a separate actor and centralised critic for each agent such that agents can learn
arbitrary reward functions (including conflicting rewards in competitive settings). Here we implement
a version specific to Dec-POMDPs and consider continuous actions. We assume each agent a has a
deterministic policy µa, parameterised by θa, with µ(τ ;θ) :={µa(τa; θa)}Na=1. For Dec-POMDPs,
MADDPG learns a shared centralised critic Qµa (s,u;φ) for all agents that conditions on the full
state s and the joint actions u of all agents. The policy gradient for θa is:
∇θaLµ[θa] := −ED
[
∇θaµa(τat ;θa)∇uaQµa(st,uˆat ;φ)
∣∣
ua=µa(τat )
]
, (2)
where uˆat := {u1t , . . . , ua−1t , ua, ua+1t , . . . , uNt } and st,ut, τt are sampled from a replay buffer D.
Each Qµa is trained by minimising an off-policy TD error loss (see Appendix B).
COVDN and COMIX. We introduce COVDN and COMIX, which are novel variants of the popular
value-based methods VDN and QMIX respectively, to cope with continuous actions. In COVDN and
COMIX, we factor the joint action-value function Qtot assuming additive and monotonic mixing,
respectively. Both methods perform greedy selection of actions ua with respect to utility functions
Qa(τ
a, ua; θa) for each agent a using CEM. The centralised but factored Qtot allows us to use CEM
to sample actions for each agent independently and to use the individual utility function Qa to guide
the selection of maximal actions. Algorithm 1 in the appendix outlines the full CEM process used in
both COVDN and COMIX. Algorithm 2 in the appendix outlines the full process for COMIX. In
addition, we benchmark COVDN-NAF and COMIX-NAF, which add quadratic function constraints
on each Qa based on NAF, instead of using CEM to perform maximal action selection.
FacMADDPG. Learning a centralised critic conditioning on a large full state space (or joint agent
observation space) can be difficult [18]. At the same time, it seems plausible that the factorisations
employed by VDN and QMIX should not be restricted to value-based methods, but can be extended
to actor-critic methods. We therefore introduce FacMADDPG, a novel variant of MADDPG with an
agent-specific factorisation that facilitates the learning of a centralised critic in Dec-POMDPs. In
FacMADDPG, all agents share a single centralised critic that is factored as
Qµ (s,u;θ, φ) = gφ
(
s,Q1(τ
1, u1; θ1), . . . , QN (τ
N , uN ; θN )
)
, (3)
where gφ is a function represented by a monotonic mixing network. Although the monotonicity re-
quirement on gφ is no longer required theoretically as the critic is not used for greedy action selection,
FacMADDPG does impose monotonicity on gφ in order to keep the factorisation comparable to the
one employed by COMIX. We also find that FacMADDPG significantly outperforms an ablation
without monotonicity constraints (see Section 6.2 and Appendix H). We believe exploring more
forms of less restrictive nonmonotonic factorisations for the centralised critic is an interesting avenue
for future work.
4We empirically find 2 iterations to suffice.
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Figure 3: Mean episode return on (a) Continuous Predator-Prey, (b) 2-Agent Walker [2x3], (c)
3-Agent Hopper [3x1], (d) 2-Agent Swimmer [2x1], (e) 2-Agent HalfCheetah [2x3] and (f) 4-Agent
Ant [4x2]. The mean across 7 seeds is plotted and the 95% confidence interval is shown shaded.
5 Experimental Setup
Partially Observable Continuous Predator-Prey. To validate the performance of the range of
MARL algorithms discussed previously on an existing benchmark, we consider the mixed simple
tag environment introduced by Leibo et al. [26], which is a variant of the classic predator-prey game
where we replaced the prey’s movement with a hard-coded avoidance heuristic5 (see Appendix E for
further details on the environment).
Multi-Agent Mujoco. All Multi-Agent Mujoco environments are configured according to its default
configuration (other than 4-Agent Ant 6), where each agent can observe only positions (not velocities)
of its own body parts and at graph distances greater than zero. We set maximum observation distances
to k = 3 for 2-Agent HalfCheetah, k = 2 for 3-Agent Hopper, k = 1 for 2-Agent Walker, and k = 0
for 2-Agent Swimmer and 4-Agent Ant. Default team reward is used (see Table 1 in the Appendix).
Evaluation Procedure. We evaluate each method’s performance using the following procedure:
for each run of a method, we pause training every fixed number of timesteps (2000 timesteps for
Continuous Predator-Prey and 4000 timesteps for Multi-Agent Mujoco) and run 10 independent
episodes with each agent performing greedy decentralised action selection. The mean value of these
10 episode returns are then used to evaluate the performance of the learned policies. See Appendix F
for further experimental details.
6 Results & Discussion
We now present benchmark results for the algorithms presented in Section 4.
6.1 Results
To better calibrate the performance of these algorithms against existing environments, we first
benchmark them on Continuous Predator-Prey (Figure 3a). Surprisingly, we find that COMIX,
5https://github.com/schroederdewitt/multiagent-particle-envs/, https://github.com/
schroederdewitt/multiagent_mujoco
6In 4-Agent Ant, each agent can observe the positions and velocities of its own body parts. The maximum
graph distance k is set to be 0.
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Figure 4: Mean episode return on Left: 2-Agent HalfCheetah [2x3] and Right: 2-Agent Walker
[2x3]. The mean across 7 seeds is plotted and the 95% confidence interval is shown shaded.
FacMADDPG, COVDN, and IQL-CEM all significantly outperform MADDPG on this benchmark,
both in terms of absolute performance and learning speed. While COMIX, FacMADDPG, and
COVDN perform similarly, IQL-CEM does not reach the same limit performance.
We then benchmark this range of MARL algorithms on a diverse variety of Multi-Agent Mujoco tasks.
We find that COMIX significantly outperforms MADDPG on 2-Agent Walker, 3-Agent Hopper,
and 2-Agent Swimmer (Figure 3b-3d), both in terms of absolute performance and learning speed.
On 2-Agent HalfCheetah (Figure 3e) and 4-Agent Ant (Figure 3f), COMIX performs similarly
to MADDPG. Both COVDN and IQL-CEM perform drastically worse than COMIX across all
MultiAgent Mujoco tasks (Figure 3b-3f), demonstrating the necessity of the non-linear mixing of
agent utilities and conditioning on the state information in order to achieve competitive performance
in such tasks. Finally, we find that COMIX performs significantly better and is noticeably more stable
than COMIX-NAF and COVDN-NAF (see Appendix G), demonstrating the superior performance of
CEM over NAF in these tasks.
6.2 Discussion
Despite the ability to represent a richer form of coordination with its functionally unconstrained critic
[44], in our experiments MADDPG is not able to outperform COMIX, which uses a monotonically
constrained mixing network. We hypothesise that this is because MADDPG’s critic directly conditions
on the full state (or joint observations) and actions of all agents. COMIX, by contrast, represents the
optimal joint action-value function using a monotonic mixing function of per-agent utilities. Early in
training, MADDPG’s critic estimator may thus be more prone to picking up non-trivial suboptimal
coordination patterns than COMIX. Such local minima might be hard to subsequently escape.
By contrast, the monotonicity constraint on COMIX’s mixing network may smooth the optimisation
landscape, allowing COMIX to avoid suboptimal local minima more efficiently than MADDPG.
In other words, COMIX’s network architecture imposes a suitable prior that captures the forms of
additive-monotonic coordination required to solve these tasks.
We find that FacMADDPG performs similarly to COMIX on both Continuous Predator-Prey (see
Figure 3a) and all five Multi-Agent Mujoco tasks (see Figure 3b-3f). As FacMADDPG factors
MADDPG’s critic in the same manner as COMIX’s joint Q-value function, these results raise an
interesting question: What is the key to performance in such settings, the use of value-based methods
instead of policy gradients, or the choice of factorisation of the joint Q-value function? Previous work
on this question [6] is inconclusive due to the confounder that the policy gradient methods studied
(COMA and Central-V [12]) are on-policy, while the respective Q-learning method, QMIX [39], is
off-policy with experience replay [28]. As both COMIX and FacMADDPG are off-policy algorithms,
our results show that the factorisation of the joint Q-value function is the key to performance in these
decentralised continuous cooperative multi-agent tasks, while all other algorithmic choices are not.
To further investigate the role of value function factorisation in such settings, we explore factoring the
centralised critic in MADDPG in different ways: 1) FacMADDPG-VDN: we factor the centralised
critic into a sum of individual action-value functions Qa as in VDN, 2) FacMADDPG-VDN-S: we
factor the centralised critic into a sum of Qa and a state-dependent bias, and 3) FacMADDPG-
7
nonmonotonic: we factor the centralised critic into a non-linear function of per-agent Q-values and a
state-dependent bias. The joint Qtot is not constrained to be monotonic in per-agent Qa.
Figure 4 shows that COVDN and FacMADDPG-VDN yield similarly poor performance on both 2-
Agent HalfCheetah and 2-Agent Walker. More interestingly, while FacMADDPG performs similarly
to COMIX in both tasks, FacMADDPG-VDN-S performs significantly better than COVDN-S. The
similar performance between FacMADDPG and FacMADDPG-VDN-S indicates that factoring
the centralised critic using QMIX and VDN-S results in equally good joint action-value functions.
However, QMIX can learn more accurate per-agent utilities to better extract decentralised policies
compared to VDN-S. Furthermore, FacMADDPG performs significantly better than FacMADDPG-
nonmotonic in 2-Agent Walker and is noticeably more stable in 2-Agent HalfCheetah. This suggests
that, while value factorisations are not constrained by decentralisability requirements in an actor-critic
method, the excess coordinative expressivity in an unconstrained critic could lead to an increase in
learning difficulty. We believe exploring more forms of less restrictive nonmonotonic factorisations
for the centralised critic is an interesting avenue for future work.
7 Related Work
While several MARL benchmarks with continuous action spaces have been released, few are simulta-
neously diverse, fully cooperative, decentralisable, and admit partial observability. The Multi-Agent
Particle suite [31] features a few decentralisable tasks in a fully observable planar point mass toy
environment. Presumably due to its focus on real-world robotic control, RoboCup Soccer Simulation
[22, 40, 45] does not currently feature an easily configurable software interface for MARL, nor
suitable AI-controlled benchmark opponents. Liu et al. [30] introduce MuJoCo Soccer Environment,
a multi-agent soccer environment with continuous simulated physics that cannot be used in a purely
cooperative setting and does not admit partial observability.
The most similar existing environments, though not as diverse as Multi-Agent Mujoco, are the
decomposed Mujoco environments Centipede and Snakes [53]. The latter is similar to Multi-Agent
Mujoco’s 2-Agent Swimmer. Ackermann et al. [1] evaluate on a single environment that is similar to
a particular configuration of 2-Agent Ant, but, similarly to Gupta et al. [14], do not consider tasks
across different numbers of agents and Mujoco scenarios.
A number of multi-agent variants of deep deterministic policy gradients [27, 31] have been proposed
for MARL in continuous action spaces: MADDPG-M [20] uses communication channels in order
to overcome observation noise in partially observable settings. By contrast, we consider fully
decentralised settings without communication. R-MADDPG [52] equips MADDPG with recurrent
policies and critics in a partially observable setting with communication. As we are primarily
interested in the relative performance between policy gradients and continuousQ-learning approaches,
we employ feed-forward network architectures to avoid the complexities of recurrent network training.
NerveNet [53] achieves policy transfer across robotic agents with different numbers of repeated
units. Unlike COMIX, NerveNet is not fully decentralisable as it requires explicit communication
channels. Iqbal and Sha [18] introduce MAAC, a variant of MADDPG for stochastic games, in
which the centralised critics employ an attention mechanism on top of agent-specific observation
embeddings. Unlike FacMADDPG, MAAC explicitly addresses settings where agents receive both
individual and team rewards. Besides VDN and QMIX, QTRAN [44] allows for arbitrary utility
function mixings by introducing auxiliary losses that align utility function maxima with maxima
of the joint Q-function. Despite being more expressive, QTRAN does not scale well to complex
environments, such as StarCraft II [7, 41] and may not generalise well to continuous action spaces
due to the pointwise nature of its auxiliary losses.
Continuous Q-learning has so far been studied almost exclusively in the fully observable single-agent
setting. Two distinct approaches to making greedy action selection tractable have emerged: Both
Normalized Advantage Functions [NAF 13] and Partially Input-Convex Neural Networks [PICNN
2] constrain the functional form of the action-value function approximator so as to guarantee an
easily identifiable global maximum. As neither method strictly dominates the other in single-agent
Mujoco [2], we choose NAF for its simplicity. On the other hand, heuristic search approaches, such
as Cross-Entropy Maximisation [CEM 32], forfeit global guarantees but allow for unconstrained
Q-function approximators. CEM [32] has been used successfully in single-agent robotic simulations
[19]. As for COMIX, we find that ablations using NAF perform poorly (see Appendix G).
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8 Conclusion
In order to stimulate research in the CTDE paradigm, we introduce a novel benchmark suite, Multi-
Agent Mujoco. Multi-Agent Mujoco consists of a diverse set of multi-agent tasks with continuous
action spaces and is easily extensible. We study the utility of our benchmark by evaluating both
existing algorithms, and novel continuous variants of existing algorithms. We find that our methods
outperform state-of-the-art MADDPG on several Multi-Agent Mujoco tasks. In addition, we show
that factorisation is key to performance, but other algorithmic choices are not. This motivates the
necessity for extending the study of value factorisations from Q-learning to actor-critic algorithms.
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A Background
A.1 Deep Q-learning
Deep Q-Network [DQN 33] uses a deep neural network to estimate the action-value function,
Q(s, τ ,u; θ) ≈ maxpi Qpi(s, τ ,u), where θ are the parameters of the network. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume here feed-forward networks, which condition on the last observations zat ,
rather than the entire agent histories τt. The network parameters θ are trained by gradient descent on
the mean squared regression loss:
LDQN[θ] := ED
[(
yDQNt −Q(st, zt,ut; θ)
)2]
, yDQNt := rt + γmax
u′
Q(st+1, zt+1,u
′; θ−) , (4)
where the expectation is estimated with transitions (st, zt,ut, rt, st+1, zt+1) ∼ D sampled from an
experience replay buffer D [29]. The use of replay buffer reduces correlations in the observation
sequence. To further stabilise learning, θ− denotes parameters of a target network that are only
periodically copied from the most recent θ.
B MADDPG
Multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient [MADDPG 31] is an actor-critic method that works in
both cooperative and competitive MARL tasks with discrete or continuous action spaces. MADDPG
was originally designed for the general case of partially observable stochastic games [25], in which
it learns a separate actor and centralised critic for each agent such that agents can learn arbitrary
reward functions (including conflicting rewards in competitive settings). Here we implement a
version specific to Dec-POMDPs and consider continuous actions. We assume each agent a has a
deterministic policy µa, parameterised by θa, with µ(τ ;θ) :={µa(τa; θa)}Na=1. For Dec-POMDPs,
MADDPG learns a centralised critic Qµa (s,u;φ) for each agent a with shared weights φ that
conditions on the full state s and the joint actions u of all agents. The policy gradient for θa is:
∇θaLµ[θa] := −ED
[
∇θaµa(τat ;θa)∇uaQµa(st,uˆat ;φ)
∣∣
ua=µa(τat )
]
,
where uˆat := {u1t , . . . , ua−1t , ua, ua+1t , . . . , uNt } and st,ut, τt are sampled from a replay buffer D.
The shared centralised critic Qµa is trained by minimising the following loss:
LDPG[φ] := ED
[(
yat −Qµa
(
st,ut;φ
))2 ]
, yat := rt + γ Q
µ
a
(
st+1,µ(τt+1;θ
′);φ′
)
, (5)
where transitions are sampled from a replay bufferD [28] and θ′ and φ′ are target-network parameters.
C CEM
Cross-entropy method [CEM 11] is a sampling-based derivative-free heuristic search method that
has been successfully used to find approximate maxima of nonconvex Q-networks in a number of
single-agent robotic control tasks [19]. Algorithm 1 outlines the full CEM process used in IQL-CEM,
COVDN, and COMIX.
D COMIX
Q-learning has shown considerable success in multi-agent settings with discrete action
spaces [39]. However, performing greedy action selection in Q-learning requires evaluating
argmaxuQtot(s, τ ,u), where Qtot is the joint state-action value function. In discrete action spaces,
this operation can be performed efficiently through enumeration (unless the action space is extremely
large). In continuous action spaces, however, enumeration is impossible. Hence, existing continuous
Q-learning approaches in single-agent settings either impose constraints on the form of Q-value to
make maximisation easy [2, 13], at the expense of estimation bias, or perform only approximate
greedy action selection [19]. Neither approach scales easily to the large joint action spaces inherent to
multi-agent settings, as 1) the joint action space grows exponentially in the number of agents, and 2)
training Qtot required for greedy action selection becomes impractical when there are many agents.
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Algorithm 1 For each agent a, we perform nc CEM iterations. Hyper-parameters di ∈ N control
how many actions are sampled at the ith iteration.
function CEM (Q1, . . . , QN , τ1, . . . , τN )
for a := 1, a ≤ N do
µa ← 0 ∈ R|Aa|
σa ← 1 ∈ R|Aa|
for i := 1, i ≤ nc do
for j := 1, j ≤ di do
v′aj ∼ N (µa,σa)
vaj ← tanh(v′aj)
qaj ← Qa(τa,vaj)
j ← j + 1
end for
if i < nc then
U ← {v′al | qal ∈ topki(qa1, . . . , qadi),∀l ∈ {1 . . . N}}
µa ← sample_mean(U)
σa ← sample_std(U)
else {Right}
m← argmaxj qaj
ua ← vam
end if
i← i+ 1
end for
a← a+ 1
end for
return 〈u1, . . . ,un〉
end function
This highlights the importance of learning a centralised but factored Qtot. To factor large joint action
spaces efficiently in a decentralisable fashion, COMIX models a joint state-action value function
QMIX = f
(
s,Q1(τ
1, u1; θ1), . . . , QN (τ
N , uN ; θN )
)
, where Qa are per-agent utility functions
used for greedy action selection. Similarly to QMIX [39], COMIX imposes a monotonicity constraint
on f to keep joint action selection compatible with action selection from individual utility functions.
COMIX is a novel variant of QMIX that scales to continuous action spaces. COMIX performs
greedy selection of actions ua with respect to utility functions Qa(τa, ua; θa) for each agent a using
the cross-entropy method [CEM 11], The centralised but factored QMIX allows us to use CEM to
sample actions for each agent independently and to use the individual utility function Qa to guide the
selection of maximal actions. Algorithm 2 outlines the full process for COMIX.
E Partially Observable Continuous Predator-Prey
predator 1
predator 2
predator 3
prey
Figure 5: Continuous Predator-Prey. Left: Top-
down view of toroidal plane, with predators (red),
prey (green) and obstacles (grey). Right: Illustra-
tion of the prey’s avoidance heuristic. Observation
radii of both agents and prey are indicated.
We consider the mixed simple tag environ-
ment (Figure 5) introduced by Leibo et al. [26],
which is a variant of the classic predator-prey
game. Three slower cooperating circular agents
(red), each with continuous movement action
spaces ua ∈ R2, must catch a faster circu-
lar prey (green) on a randomly generated two-
dimensional toroidal plane with two large land-
marks blocking the way.
To obtain a purely cooperative environment, we
replace the prey’s policy by a hard-coded heuris-
tic, that, at any time step, moves the prey to the
sampled position with the largest distance to the
closest predator. If one of the cooperative agents
collides with the prey, a team reward of +10 is
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Algorithm 2 Algorithmic description of COMIX. The function CEM is defined in Algorithm 1.
function COMIX
Initialise ReplayBuffer, θ, θ−, φ, φ−
for each training episode e do
s0, z0 ← EnvInit()
for t := 0 until t = T step 1 do
ut ← CEM(Q1, . . . , QN , τ1t , . . . , τNt )〈st+1, zt+1, rt〉 ← EnvStep(ut)
ReplayBuffer← 〈st,ut, zt, rt, st+1, zt+1〉
end for
{〈si,ui, zi, ri, s′i, z′i〉}bi=1 ∼ ReplayBuffer
yi ← ri + γmax
u′i
Qtot(s
′
i, z
′
i,u
′
i;θ
−, φ−), ∀i
L ←
b∑
i=1
(
yi −Qtot(si, zi,ui;θ, φ)
)2
θ ← θ − α∇θL
φ← φ− α∇φL
end for
end function
emitted; otherwise, no reward is given. In the original simple tag environment, each agent can observe
the relative positions of the other two agents, the relative position and velocity of the prey, and the
relative positions of the landmarks. This means each agent’s private observation provides an almost
complete representation of the true state of the environment.
To introduce partial observability to the environment, we add an agent view radius, which restricts
the agents from receiving information about other entities (including all landmarks, the other two
agents, and the prey) that are out of range. Specifically, we set the view radius such that the agents
can only observe other agents roughly 60% of the time. We open-source the full set of multi-agent
particle environments with added partial observability. 7
F Experimental Details
In all experiments, we use a replay buffer of size 106, the target networks are updated via soft target
updates with τ = 0.001, and we scale the gradient norms during training to be at most 0.5. The
mixing network used in COMIX, COMIX-NAF, and FacMADDPG consists of a single hidden layer
of 64 units, utilising an ELU non-linearity. The hypernetworks producing the first layer weights and
final layer weights and bias of the mixing network all consist of a single hidden layer of 64 units
with a ReLU non-linearity. The output of the hypernetwork is passed through an absolute function
and then resized to produce weights of appropriate size. For all value-based methods, to speed up
the learning, we share the parameters of the agent networks across all agents. Similarly, in both
MADDPG and FacMADDPG, a single actor and critic network is shared among all agents as we
consider the Dec-POMDP settings here.
F.1 Continuous Predator-Prey
In all value-based methods, the architecture of all agent networks is a MLP with 2 hidden layers of
64 units and ReLU non-linearities, except for COVDN-NAF and COMIX-NAF where we replace
ReLU units with tanh units as it leads to better performance. In both MADDPG and FacMADDPG,
the architecture of the shared agent network and critic network is also a MLP with 2 hidden layers of
64 units and ReLU non-linearities, while the final output layer of the actor is a tanh layer, to bound
the actions. In all value-based methods, the agent receives its local observation and individual action
as input. In MADDPG and FacMADDPG, the actor receives the local observation as input, and the
critic receives the global state and the joint action of all agents as input. The global state consists of
the joint observations of all agents.
7https://github.com/schroederdewitt/multiagent-particle-envs/, https://github.com/
schroederdewitt/multiagent_mujoco
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During training and testing, we restrict each episode to have a length of 25 time steps. Training lasts
for 2 million timesteps. To encourage exploration, we use uncorrelated, mean-zero Gaussian noise
with σ = 0.1 during training (for all 2 million timesteps). We set γ = 0.85 for all experiments. The
replay buffer contains the most recent 106 transitions. We train on a batch size of 1024 after every
timestep. For the soft target network updates we use τ = 0.001. All neural networks (actor and
critic) are trained using Adam [21] optimiser with a learning rate of 0.01. To evaluate the learning
performance, the training is paused after every 2000 timesteps during which 10 independent test
episodes are run with agents performing action selection greedily in a decentralised fashion.
F.2 Multi-Agent Mujoco
In all value-based methods, the architecture of all agent networks is a MLP with 2 hidden layers
with 400 and 300 units respectively, similar to the setting used in OpenAI Spinning Up.8 All neural
networks use ReLU non-linearities for all hidden layers, except for COVDN-NAF and COMIX-NAF
where we find tanh units lead to better performance. In both MADDPG and FacMADDPG, the
architecture of the shared agent network and critic network is also a MLP with 2 hidden layers with
400 and 300 units respectively, while the final output layer of the actor network is a tanh layer, to
bound the actions. In all methods, the agent receives the local observation as input. In all value-based
methods, the agent receives its local observation and individual action as input. In MADDPG and
FacMADDPG, the actor receives the local observation as input, and the critic receives the global
state and the joint action of all agents as input. The global state consists of the full state information
returned by the original OpenAI Gym [8].
During training and testing, we restrict each episode to have a length of 1000 time steps. Training
lasts for 3 million timesteps. To encourage exploration, we use uncorrelated, mean-zero Gaussian
noise with σ = 0.1 during training (for all 3 million timesteps). We also use the same trick as in
OpenAI Spinning Up to improve exploration at the start of training. For a fixed number of steps
at the beginning (we set it to be 10000), the agent takes actions which are sampled from a uniform
random distribution over valid actions. After that, it returns to normal Gaussian exploration. We set
γ = 0.99 for all experiments. The replay buffer contains the most recent 106 transitions. We train on
a batch size of 100 after every timestep. For the soft target network updates we use τ = 0.001. All
neural networks (actor and critic) are trained using Adam optimiser with a learning rate of 0.001. To
evaluate the learning performance, the training is paused after every 4000 timesteps during which 10
independent test episodes are run with agents performing action selection greedily in a decentralised
fashion.
F.3 Exploration
The choice of exploration strategy plays a substantial role in the performance of deep deterministic
policy gradient algorithms [10]. To keep exploration strategies comparable across MADDPG and
Q-learning based COMIX, we restrict ourselves to noising in action spaces rather than parameter
space [38]. MADDPG’s official codebase 9 uses additive Gaussian noise with a standard deviation
that is itself given by an additional policy output that is learnt end-to-end within the policy gradient
loss. As Q-learning does not allow explicitly predict a policy output, we cannot apply a comparable
strategy for COMIX. However, using MADDPG’s official codebase, we find empirically that constant
i.i.d. noising in the action spaces exhibits similar performance at lower variance than learnt noise on
2-Agent HalfCheetah (see Figure 6: Right). Even on Continuous Predator-Prey, a significantly less
complex environment on which MADDPG’s official codebase was tuned on, learnt exploration does
not result in better limit performance than i.i.d. Gaussian noise (see Figure 6: Left).
In addition, in our experiments we implement a version of MADDPG specific to Dec-POMDPs, in
which the agent network and centralised critic is shared across all agents. Note that in MADDPG’s
official codebase, it learns a separate actor and centralised critic for each agent such that agents can
learn arbitrary reward functions (including conflicting rewards in competitive settings). Figure 6
shows that, with constant i.i.d. Gaussian noise, MADDPG with shared agent and critic network
(green) performs significantly better than MADDPG with separate actor and critic for each agent
8https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/.
9https://github.com/openai/maddpg.git
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Figure 6: Mean episode return on Left: Continuous Predator-Prey and Right: 2-Agent HalfCheetah
comparing MADDPG with constant i.i.d. Gaussian noise and MADDPG with learned Gaussian noise.
The mean across 7 seeds is plotted and the 95% confidence interval is shown shaded.
(pink) in Continuous Predator-Prey. In 2-Agent HalfCheetah, these two implementations yield similar
performance.
G Ablation Experiments
We evaluate a number of novel ablations in order to study diverse aspects of COMIX in isolation: 1)
COVDN-S: we extend COVDN by adding a state-dependent bias to the sum of individual action-value
functions Qa to utilise the full state information during training, 2) COMIX-NAF: we factor Qtot
assuming mixing monotonicity as in QMIX, and add quadratic function constraints on each Qa based
on Normalized Advantage Functions [NAF 13], and 3) COVDN-NAF: we represent Qtot assuming
additive mixing as in VDN, and add quadratic function constraints on Qa based on NAF.
Figure 7 shows that, compared to its ablations COVDN-NAF and COMIX-NAF, COMIX is noticeably
more stable on Continuous Predator-Prey (shown in Figure 7a). COVDN-NAF has sharp drops in
performance at the late stage of training, while COMIX-NAF converges significantly more slowly
than COMIX and is much more varied across seeds. On both 2-Agent HalfCheetah and 2-Agent
Walker (shown in Figure 7b and 7c), COMIX significantly outperforms all of its ablations, both in
terms of absolute performance and learning speed. This demonstrates that greedy action selection
based on CEM heuristic search is more stable and performant than simple exact methods in practice.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7: Mean episode return on (a) Continuous Predator-Prey, (b) 2-Agent HalfCheetah [2x3], and
(c) 2-Agent Walker [2x3] comparing COMIX and ablations. The mean across 7 seeds is plotted and
the 95% confidence interval is shown shaded.
H Critic Mixing Network Constraints in FacMADDPG
As in an actor-critic setting, the critic is not used for greedy action selection, FacMADDPG does
not strictly require a monotonocity constraint on its critic mixing network. However, we find
empirically that introducing the monotonicity requirement significantly increases performance in
some tasks. As shown in Figure 8, FacMADDPG without the monotonicity constraint performs
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Task Goal Special observations Reward function
2-Agent Swimmer Maximise +ve x-speed. All agents can observevelocities of the central torso.
∆x
∆t + 0.0001α
2-Agent Reacher
Fingertip (green) needs
to reach target at random
location (red).
Target is only
visible to green agent.
−‖distance from fingertip to target‖22
+α
2-Agent Ant Maximise +ve x-speed. All agents can observevelocities of the central torso.
∆x
∆t + 5 · 10−4 ‖external contact forces‖22
+0.5α+ 1
2-Agent Ant Diag Maximise +ve x-speed. All agents can observevelocities of the central torso.
∆x
∆t + 5 · 10−4 ‖external contact forces‖22
+0.5α+ 1
2-Agent HalfCheetah Maximise +ve x-speed. - ∆x∆t + 0.1α
2-Agent Humanoid Maximise +ve x-speed. -
0.25∆x∆t +min(10,
5 · 10−6 ‖external contact forces‖22)
2-Agent
HumanoidStandup Maximise +ve x-speed. -
y
∆t +min(10,
5 · 10−6 ‖external contact forces‖22)
3-Agent Hopper Maximise +ve x-speed. - ∆x∆t + 0.001α+ 1.0
4-Agent Ant Maximise +ve x-speed. All agents can observevelocities of the central torso.
∆x
∆t + 5 · 10−4 ‖external contact forces‖22
+0.5α+ 1
6-Agent HalfCheetah Maximise +ve x-speed. -
0.25∆x∆t +min(10,
5 · 10−6 ‖external contact forces‖22)
Table 1: Overview of tasks contained in Multi-Agent Mujoco. We define α as an action regularisation
term −‖u‖22.
significantly worse than FacMADDPG in Continuous Predator-Prey and 2-Agent Walker. In 2-Agent
HalfCheetah, FacMADDPG-nonmonotonic yields similar performance to FacMADDPG, but is much
more varied across seeds. This supports the hypothesis that introducing monotonicity constraints
strikes a reasonable trade-off between having independent critics with limited coordinative ability
and the case where excess coordinative expressivity in the unconstrained critic leads to an increase in
learning difficulty.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Mean episode return on (a) Continuous Predator-Prey, (b) 2-Agent HalfCheetah [2x3],
and (c) 2-Agent Walker [2x3] comparing FacMADDPG and FacMADDPG without monotonicity
constraints on the mixing network of the critic.
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